If you have any HMSL generated writings or recordings that you would like to have included in this bibliography, please send us a copy.

**MIDI**

IMA (International MIDI Association) 5316 West 57th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90056

Phone: (213) 649-6434 / Fax: (213) 215-3380

**Object-Oriented Programming**

*BYTE* Magazine. Volume 11, Number 8, 1986. "Object Oriented Languages" issue; contains articles on object oriented Forth, NEON, ACTOR, Objective-C, Smalltalk, etc.


**FORTH**


Forth Interest Group. PO Box 8231, San Jose, California, 95155 (publish a wide variety of materials on Forth).


**Theoretical and Musical Topics**
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### HMSC


--- 1990b (with Dr. Nerve). *Did Sprinting Die?* Compact Disk using DrNerve.HMSC. Wayside Music Archives Series. WMAS2
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(Note: All Frog Peak Music publications are now available from Frog Peak Music, Box A36, Hanover, New Hampshire, 03755.)
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